The CVSTA Bargaining Team (BT) spent the most part of today trying to convince the District that your time (every minute of it) is valuable.

The number of minutes used to facilitate NUTRITION directly impacts the workday for those on Salary Schedule A and B. These minutes are not compensated and extend the workday. Your BT proposed many opportunities for the District to acknowledge both student and educator wellbeing. As of today, CVUHSD has demonstrated their desire to utilize YOUR time with nothing in exchange.

Additionally, the District requested, by MOU, to align the Site Equity Coordinators with Instructional Coaches as well as the new creation of a Spanish Dual Language Coordinator. CVSTA asserted our desire to mutually agree with the District on those selected to facilitate in these roles and to hold firm, with written language, on not calling on these coordinators to sub during release periods.

Lastly, the District requested consultation on a newly created e-sports job description.

We meet again on May 10th with hopes of progress.

In Solidarity,
Your CVSTA Bargaining Team:

Tali Sherman, Chair
Race Headen
Yury Najarro
Lorraine Parsons
Daniel Swearingen